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7o all, whom, it may concern
Be it known that I, ERASTUs S. PRATT, a
citizen of the United States, residing in Brook
lyn, Kings county, New York, have invented
5 certain Improvements in Button-Hole Attach
ments for Sewing-Machines, of which the fol
lowing is a specification.
My invention relates to that class of button

hole attachments for sewing-machinesin which
Io the material is held between a pair of clamps
having a vibrating movement in one direction
and an intermittent feed motion in the oppo
site direction, my invention consisting of cer

tain improvements in the construction of the
I5 devices for imparting these movements to the
clamp, and in the combination, with the

clamp, of a device for cutting the button-hole.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is a
plan view of my improved button-hole attach
20 ment for sewing-machines; Fig. 2, a side view,
looking in the direction of the arrow, Fig. 1;
Fig. 3, a rear end view; Fig. 4, alongitudinai
section on the line 12, Fig.1; Fig. 5, a detached
perSpective View of the mechanism for im

25 parting a vibrating movement to the clamp
plate; Fig. 6, a detached perspective view of
the clamp; and Fig. 7, a detached section on
the line 34, Fig. 2.

A is the base of the attachment, secured to
3o the bed of the sewing-machine in any suitable

manner. Motionisimparted from the sewing
machine to the working parts of the attach
ment, in the present instance, through the
medium of a lever, B, pivoted at b to an up
35 right arm, a, at one end of the base-plate, the
upper end of the lever being provided with a
SWitch-pin, c, intended for adaptation to a
double cam on the upper shaft of the machine.
A lever, D, pivoted at d to the base A, is con
4o nected to the lever B through the mediumi of a
universal connection consisting of a swiveled
pin, b, having a head, through which a pin, d,
on the lever D passes.

Eisa plate carrying the cloth-holding clamp,
45 this plate having both a lateral vibrating
movement and an intermittent reciprocating
movement.
The vibrating movement is effected in the
following manner: The lever D is connected

by a rod, G, to the arm f of the bell-crank 5o
lever F, pivoted at f to the base of the machine,
each lever being slotted, in order that the rod
G may be adjusted nearer to or farther from
the fulcrums of the levers, for a purpose de
scribed hereinafter. The outer end of the arm 55
f' of the lever Fis contained within a groove,
h, in a sliding bar, H, fitting into a dovetailed
recess in the base of the attachment, and car
rying a swiveled block, i, which is adapted to
a dovetailed slot in the plate E.
When the lever B is vibrated, a lateral re
ciprocating movement is imparted to the slide
H through the medium of the above-described
parts, and as the plate E is under control of
the pivoted block i of the slide this vibrating 65
movement must necessarily be transmitted to
the said plate E, the fulcrum of which is at
the point a, the latter being the axis of a sta
tionary pin, J, secured to the base-plate.
The forward and rearward movement of the
plate Eis effected by a disk, I, secured by screws
or otherwise to a ratcheted drum, M, on the post
J. The disk I has a dovetailed slot, to which
is adapted a block, j, into a threaded opening
in which screws a stem, k, having an oper 75
ating-handle, k, and adapted to an opening
near one end of a rod, K, the opposite end of
which is connected to the plate E. Beneath
the disk I and Secured to the drum M is a
cam, L, which is adapted to a slot in the plate
E, the arms e e' of said plate bearing against
the opposite faces of the cam.
An intermittent movement is imparted to
the ratcheted drum M by means of the spring
pawls in n, which are secured to an arm, N, the
latter being pivoted to the post J, and slotted
for the reception of a pin, p, which is secured
to an arm, P, projecting from the lever D.
(See Figs. 1 and 5.) The pin p can be ad
justed in a slot, p, in the arm P, so as to reg 90
ulate the throw of the arm N, and hence gov
ern the extent of each movement imparted to
the wheel M by the pawls in, a spring detent
pawl, m, Figs. 1, 3, and 7, preventing the wheel
from moving backward. It will thus be seen 95
that the extent of lateral vibration of the plate
E while stitching each side of the button-hole
is governed by the reciprocation of the slide
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H, and this is regulated by the adjustment of cut the button-hole exactly between the lines

the rod G on the levers D and F, the length of of stitches, as set forth in a separate.applica
the stitches in the row on each side of the but tion for patent filed by me on the 10th day of
ton-hole being thus determined. The length November, 1885, Serial No. 182,322. The novel
5 of each side row of stitches is determined by feature of this part of my present application
the extent of the longitudinal movement of is the under plate, U, which moves laterally
the plate E, and this is governed by shifting with the cloth-clamp, so as to afford a proper
the point of connection of the rod K and disk support for the cloth when cut by the knife.
I nearer to or farther from the center of said
The knife-blade is detachable for sharpen 75
IO disk. This adjustment also regulates, to some i ing, repairs, or when it is desired to replace
extent, the distance between the stitches of it with another of a different size.
each row; but I rely mainly for this result Button-hole attachments have been hereto
upon the throw of the pawls in and the extent fore constructed in which the movement of the
of the intermittent movements of the drum M, needle-arm is transmitted to a slide carrying
which is regulated by the adjustment of the cloth-clamps, through the medium of a straight
pin p in the slot p' of the arm P. The cam L. lever; but in such cases the vibrating move
serves to impart to the plate E at each limit ment of the slide for causing the stitch to be
of its longitudinal movement a lateral move formed first on one side and then on the op
ment independent of that due to the slide H, posite side of the button-hole is in the direc
this lateral movement being for the purpose tion of the length of the slide, while the move
of shifting the cloth-clamp in respect to the ment of said slide necessary to cause the formal
needle, so as to form the rows of stitches on tion of stitches from one end of the button
opposite sides of the button-hole, the block i hole to the other is in a direction transversely
serving as the fulcrum for this movement of to the length of the slide. The devices for
25 the lever, and in order to vary the distance imparting this latter movement must there
between the opposite rows of stitches, or, in fore be placed at one side of the plate, SQ
other words, to vary the width of the button that as said devices are necessarily some
hole, the plate i', carrying the block i, is ad what large the size of the attachment is un
justable in its guides in the slide H, so as to duly increased, whereas in my attachment 95
3O be moved toward or from the camL, this ad the movement of the plate to cause the end
justment being effected by a transverse rod, R, wise movement of the button-hole is in the
carried by lugs on the slide, and having a cam, direction of the length of the plate, and can
r", adapted to a slot, r", in the plate. (See Figs. consequently be effected by devices acting on
1 and 5.)
the rear end of said plate, the vibrating move: IOC)
35 The cloth-clamp is of the ordinary construc ment being in a direction transversely to the
tion, and consists of the base E, forming part length of the plate, and being effected by the
of the plate E, and a spring-clamp, Q, secured substitution of a bell-crank lever for the . . . .
to the plate at q, and acted upon by a cam-le straight levers used in prior attachments.
i ver, s, the fulcrum-pin of which is carried by I claim as my invention
a post, S, projecting from the plate E. The 1. The combination, in a sewing-machine
Outer end of this spring-clamp Q is provided attachment, of the pivoted plate E, carrying
With a pivoted shoe, g, adapted to an opening the cloth-clamp, a vertical stud, J, devices
in the plate E, and having its lower edge ser. carried thereby and acting upon the rear end
rated to engage with the cloth. In the rear of said plate for reciprocating the same in the IO
45 of the opening in the plate E is a shaft, T, direction of its length, a cam, I, also carried
adapted to suitable bearings on the plate, and by said stud J, for vibrating the plate E on a
secured to this shaft is a knife, t, for cutting pivot-pin, i, a transverse slide, H, carrying
the slit in the fabric for the button-hole, said said pivot-pin i, the lever D, and means for
shaft being supplied at its outer end with a vibrating the same, and the bell-crank lever 115
SO suitable operating-handle, t, which, when F at the side of the slide E, one arm of said
thrown back, will by its weight hold the knife lever being connected to the lever D, and the
up out of the path of the needle; or a spring other arm to the transverse slide H, all sub
may be used for this purpose, if desired. The stantially
as set forth.
plate E has a longitudinal slot, v, for the re 2. The combination of the plate E and
ception of a pin, u, projecting from the shut means for reciprocating the same in the direc
tle-race cover-plate U, Fig. 6, which slides in tion of its length, the transverse plate H and
dovetailed ways in the bed-plate of the sewing means for reciprocating the same, and a block,
machine. In this plate U is a slot, u, which i, adapted to a slot in said plate E and
is directly in the path of the knife t, one edge adjustable on the slide H, so as to be moved
of Said slot Serving as a shear-blade on the nearer to or farther from the fulcrum of said
.
descent of the knife for the purpose of cutting plate, all substantially as specified.
the slit for the button-hole.
.
3. The combination of the plate E, a crank
By using a cutting-knife carried by the same wheel and connecting-rod for reciprocating
plate which carries the cloth-clamps, said knife the same in the direction of its length, a cam
65 must necessarily be at all times in line with adapted to a slot in the plate, and serving to
the center of the said clamps, and hence must impart lateral vibration thereto, a slide, H,
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guided transversely to the plate E, and carry
ing an adjustable pivot-pin therefor, a lever,
ID, and means for vibrating the same, and a
bell-crank lever, F, one arm of which is con
nected to the lever D, and the other arm to
the slide H, all substantially as specified.
4. In a button-hole attachment for sewing
machines, the combination of the cloth-clamp,
the movable plate carrying the same, a knife
O mounted on and moving with said plate,
and a sliding plate, U, connected to the clamp
so as to move laterally there with, all sub
stantially as specified.
5. In a button-hole attachment for sewing
machines, the combination of the cloth-clamp,
the movable plate carrying the same, a knife
mounted on and moving with said plate, and

3

a sliding plate, U, provided with a slot for
the entrance of the knife, and connected to
the clamp so as to move laterally therewith,
all substantially as specified.
6. The combination of the plate E, the cam
L, and the slide H, a plate, i, guided in Said
slide and carrying a pivot-block, i, for the
plate E, and an adjustable rod, R., having a 25
cam, r, adapted to a slot, r, in said plate i,
as set forth.
In testimony whereofI have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub
scribing witnesses.
ERASTUS S. PRATT.

Witnesses:

HARRY SMITH,

HENRY HOWSON.

